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Guide to reducing corporate travel costs

As business travel returns in 2022, costs and complexity have increased. 
Budgets are being stretched as companies struggle to bring remote teams 
together and connect sales teams with prospective clients around the world. 
You may be paying too much for corporate travel and need to do more with less.

Increased demand for flights has led to higher fares and poor service, with 
10,000+ cancellations happening each month. Increased labor costs and 
product costs are being passed onto travelers by hotels. Fewer cars and 
more expensive fuel prices are making car rentals more expensive. Travel 
management companies are charging onerous fees that aren’t matched to the 
goals of your travel program.

Get more bang for your buck and an unparalleled traveler 
experience with Spotnana.
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Pay-per-trip so your travel spending is in sync with your 
real-world usage. No extra fees for service, technology,  
or implementation.

Savings Tools
Flexible travel policies, real-time analytics, and 
sustainability reporting are built-in to the Spotnana 
platform. Connect with any third-party providers you need.

Save more with Spotnana
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Tip 1

Drive in-policy bookings with all the 
best, and most affordable, content

When your travelers book online, there’s no guarantee they are 

seeing all available options at the best price. 

In fact, online travel agencies and metasearch sites bias their results 

to make more money at your expense. They also don’t have access 

to your negotiated rates and lead travelers to book outside of your 

policy, driving up costs. Research from the Global Business Travel 

Association (GBTA1) shows that two-thirds of business travelers who 

book out of policy always hunt for the best deal and more than half of 

them believe they find the best deal by shopping around.

Spotnana brings you all available content and unique options 

available directly from the supplier you can’t get anywhere else, 

personalized to your travelers’ preferences within your travel policy. 

This reduces leakage and makes sure your travelers stay in policy, 

increasing savings and getting them the best deals.

When all your travelers stay in policy with Spotnana, they get the 

best prices and you get access to analytics on travel spending that 

ensure your policy is working as intended.

1.  GBTA: Out-of-Policy Business Travelers and Their Impact on the Bottom Line 
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Tip 2

Make policy decisions based on            
real-time insights

If you are reacting to expensive trips after they happen, it’s already 

too late. With increased demand for travel in 2022, it’s vital to stay 

on top of emerging pricing trends and ensure your travel policy 

keeps pace.

It’s estimated the travelers who book inside policy lead to 8 percent 

savings per trip, according to research, which adds up across your 

workforce. With 89% of business travelers now willing to travel1, up 

from 22% in April 2022, building the right travel policy is essential to 

controlling costs while providing the best experience.

Spotnana’s real-time travel insights dashboard gives you instant 

updates on traveler spend and behavior, allowing you to prevent 

expensive trips from happening. Our policy engine is also dynamic, 

allowing you to set rules for specific types of trips or limit spending 

with specific suppliers.

This allows you to prioritize the most economical routes based 

on timely data while understanding which teams and types of 

travelers may need more robust policy rules.

1. Business Travel News: GBTA Survey: Travelers Willing, Suppliers Optimistic
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Tip 3

Drive savings through negotiated 
fares and rates

You’ve built relationships with suppliers to save money and give your 
travelers the amenities they need but your travelers book whatever 
they want instead, missing out on savings and included amenities.

Research shows that travelers who book inside policy with negotiated 
rates can save between 14% to 25% on travel costs1.

Spotnana is compatible with all your negotiated agreements and can 
present them to your travelers seamlessly. By minimizing leakage 
with all your travelers booking on one global platform, you’re able 
to improve your ability to negotiate your rates. You can also use 
Spotnana’s negotiated rates, increasing savings on routes and rates 
you haven’t negotiated.

This is where Spotnana’s intelligent policy engine can help the travel 
program owner design a policy that makes sense in the real world.

1. GBTA: Out-of-Policy Business Travelers and Their Impact on the Bottom Line 
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Tip 4

Pay for service based on usage

Travel disruptions are out of control in 2022. Receiving service from 

your travel management company incurs additional charges, you’re 

being charged for what should already be included.

With a traditional travel management company, you pay for both 

booking and any service a traveler needs. You must navigate a 

complex menu of fees that depend on how a trip is booked, without 

any transparency for the traveler on added costs. Calling an agent 

to service a trip often costs more than $50 per call, which adds up 

quickly in an age of widespread airline delays and cancellations.

If travel volume is reduced, as well, companies still have to pay 

technology and threshold-based spending fees based on their travel 

management agreements.

Spotnana only charges a per trip fee, period. All service over any 

channel is included, along with no implementation fees, technology 

fees, or volume-based guarantees. No matter how complex a trip 

is, or how a trip is booked, you are only charged once. This ties your 

spending on fees to the amount you save overall and how often your 

employees take a trip.
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Tip 5

Serve all your offices on one platform

If all your offices are on different travel management platforms, you 

don’t have a unified holistic view of your company’s travel spending 

and behavior. You’re also being charged differently in each market for 

booking and service, leading to a cascade of costs with little visibility 

before the end of each month.

With a complete view of your company’s corporate travel, you’ll be able 

to negotiate savings with your top suppliers of up to 25 percent for 

hotels and ensure all travelers are purchasing the right trip options.

Spotnana allows all your travelers to use the same platform, giving 

you the ability to receive instant global insights and set guardrails on 

spending worldwide. We connect to your HR feed to make deployment 

possible in days or weeks, not months.

You can also set global policy rules for different employee types, teams, 

and offices. This gives travel managers the ability to not just simply 

manage their global travel policy from one central dashboard but make 

intelligent, instant tweaks to maximize your program.
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It’s time to switch to a travel management platform that puts travelers first.

Spotnana is the future of travel. We are rebuilding the infrastructure of the travel 
industry in order to bring freedom, simplicity, and trust to travelers everywhere. 

Our Travel-as-a-Service platform enables corporations, agencies, suppliers, and 
technology providers to deliver unparalleled travel experiences, lower operating 
costs, and build deeper customer relationships.

To find out more about how Spotnana can help revolutionize your travel program,  
visit our website or sign up for a demo by clicking below.
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